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Abstract. The nearest neighbor approach is one of the most successfully
deployed techniques used for sensor-based activity recognition. Nevertheless, this approach presents some disadvantages in relation to response
time, noise sensitivity and high storage requirements. The response time
and storage requirements are closely related to the data size. This notion
of data size is an important issue in sensor-based activity recognition
given the vast amounts of data produced within smart environments. A
wide range of prototype generation algorithms, which are designed for
use with the nearest neighbor approach, have been proposed in the literature to reduce the size of the data set. These algorithms build new
artiﬁcial prototypes, which represent the data, and subsequently lead to
an increase in the accuracy of the nearest neighbor approach. In this
work, we discuss the use of prototype generation algorithms and their
eﬀect on sensor-based activity recognition using the nearest neighbor
approach to classify activities, reducing the response time. A range of
prototype generation algorithms based on positioning adjustment, which
reduce the data size, are evaluated in terms of accuracy and reduction.
These approaches have been compared with the normal nearest neighbor
approach, achieving similar accuracy and reducing the data size. Analysis of the results attained provide the basis for the use of prototype
generation algorithms for sensor-based activity recognition to reduce the
overall response time of the nearest neighbor approach.
Keywords: Activity recognition · Data-driven · Nearest Neighbor
(NN) · Prototype Generation (PG) · Response time
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Introduction

Sensor-based activity recognition is an important research topic that involves
multiple ﬁelds of research including pervasive and mobile computing [1], contextaware computing [2] and ambient assistive living [3].
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The process of activity recognition aims to recognise the actions and goals
of one or more people within the environment based on an observation series of
actions and environmental conditions. Therefore, it can be deemed as a complex
process that involves the following steps: i) to choose and deploy the appropriate
sensors to objects within the environment in order to eﬀectively monitor and
capture a user’s behavior along with the state change of the environment; ii) to
collect, store and process information and, ﬁnally, iii) to infer/classify activities
from sensor data through the use of computational activity models.
The k-nearest neighbour (k-NN) approach [4] is a Data-Driven Approach
that is used for sensor-based activity recognition. It is considered to be one
of the most popular algorithms among all machine learning techniques, mainly
due to its simplicity and overall good levels of performance [5]. This approach
is based on the concept of similarity due to the fact that patterns which are
similar, usually, can be allocated to the same label class. K-NN have been used
successfully in the past for the purpose of activity recognition [6].
The k-NN approach does, however, suﬀer from several shortcomings in response time, noise sensitivity and high storage requirements [7]. The response
time and storage requirements are closely related to the size of the data. In the
application domain of activity recognition, the size of the data is an issue given
the vast amount of sensor data generated within smart environments. In order
to take advantage of the main beneﬁts provided by the k-NN approach and to
avoid the drawback associated with the size of the datasets, this work proposes
to use prototype generation (PG) algorithms to reduce the data size and, as
result, reducing the response time in the k-NN approach.
PG algorithms [8] are focused on the identiﬁcation of an optimal subset
of representative samples from the original training data. This is achieved by
removing noisy and redundant examples in order to generate and replace the
original data with new artiﬁcial data [9]. The use of PG algorithms to improve
the process of activity recognition can be viewed as an advance given that sensor
data can be annotated and used to directly inform the training process. So,
training data are increased and, proportionally, the response time. Therefore, a
reduction in the number of stored instances, training samples, has the ability to
reduce the response time of the k-NN.
Currently, there are a wide range of PG algorithms, which are categorized
by the mechanism for prototyping [8]. It is therefore necessary to evaluate which
of the available approaches are best suited for the problem domain of activity
recognition considering the use of k-NN as the underlying classiﬁcation model.
As a starting point, this work focuses on PG algorithms based on the mechanism of positioning adjustment. This type of PG algorithms is usually well
adapted to numerical datasets and has been shown in the past to provide good
levels of performance [8]. An evaluation is undertaken to consider of the eﬀects
of reduction rate and accuracy rate for activity recognition based on sensor data
gleaned from smart environments.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews an
overview of PG algorithms, focusing on the mechanism of positioning adjustment.
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Section 3 presents an empirical study that analyzes PG algorithms. Finally, in
Section 4, Conclusions and Future Work are discussed.

2

Prototype Generation Algorithms

In this Section, we present an overview of the notion of PG algorithms with
a particular emphasis on the mechanism of positioning adjustment. The PG
algorithms are a kind of data reduction technique [10] that aim to identify an
optimal subset from the original training set, by discarding noisy and redundant
examples and modifying the value of some features of the samples to build new
artiﬁcial samples that are known as prototypes [9].
PG algorithms are therefore designed to obtain a prototype generate set,
which has a smaller size than the original training set. The cardinality of the
prototype generate set is suﬃciently small and has the subsequent eﬀect to
reduce both the storage and response time spent by the k-NN approach. A wide
range of PG algorithms have been designed for the k-NN approach to reduce the
data size which have been categorized into a taxonomy based on the following
four mechanisms of prototyping [8]: Positioning adjustment, Class relabeling,
Centroid based and Space splitting.
In this work, we focus on PG algorithms based on the mechanism of positioning adjustment to generate prototypes. The rationale for this choice of technique
is due to the fact that the approach of positioning adjustment is usually well
adapted to numerical datasets and has an accuracy rate close to k-NN. Based
on the use of this technique an evaluation is conducted to consider the reduction rate and accuracy rate for activity recognition based on data gleaned from
binary sensors in smart environments.
The mechanism of positioning adjustment is usually associated with two types
of reduction: fixed or mixed. The fixed type of reduction establishes the ﬁnal
number of prototypes for the prototype generate set using a user’s previously
deﬁned parameter related to the percentage of retention of original training
set [8]. The mixed type of reduction begins with a preselected subset prototype
generate set and then, additions, modiﬁcations, and removals of prototypes are
undertaken in the prototype generate set.

3

Case Study

This Section details the evaluations under taken to investigate the eﬀects of the
performance of the PG algorithms based on positioning adjustment to enhance
the response time when using the k-NN as a mean so of classiﬁcation for activity
recognition.
3.1 Activity Recognition Dataset
The case study presented in this contribution is based on a popular activity
recognition dataset [11]. The dataset was collected in the house in which 14 statechange sensors were installed. Each sensor had the ability to provide two possible
discrete values: 1 and 0, representing ON and OFF, respectively. Locations of
sensors where on the doors of the apartment, cupboards, refrigerator and a toilet
ﬂush sensor. Seven diﬀerent activities were annotated.
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3.2

Evaluation of PG Algorithms

Eight PG algorithms based on positioning adjustment were considered. Six of
them operated with ﬁxed reduction and two of them with mixed reduction.
Table 1. PG algorithms based on positioning adjustment with ﬁxed reduction
Acronym
DSM
HYB
LVQ3
LVQPRU
LVQTC
VQ

Name
Decision Surface Mapping
Hybrid LVQ3 algorithm
Learning Vector Quantization 3
Learning Vector Quantization with pruning
Learning Vector Quantization with Training Counter
Vector Quantization

Table 2. PG algorithms based on positioning adjustment with mixed reduction
Acronym Name
MSE
Means of gradient descent and deterministic annealing
PSCSA Prototype Selection Clonal Selection Algorithm

The name and acronym of each PG algorithm based on positioning adjustment is shown in Table 1 for ﬁxed reduction and Table 2 for mixed reduction. In
[8] is showed the paper in which each algorithm that is used in this paper was
proposed and its optimal conﬁguration.
3.3

Analysis and Empirical Results

Due to its simplicity and successful application, the classiﬁcation rate is used
as an accuracy rate. This is deﬁned as the proportion of true results among the
total number of class examined. To assess the performance of the PG algorithms,
a 10-fold Cross-Validation was used to evaluate the accuracy rate of each PG
algorithm. The main advantage of this validation is that all the samples in the
dataset are eventually used for both training and testing. So, it matters less how
the data gets divided.
The PG algorithms were implemented using Keel software [12]. Table 3
presents the average results obtained by the PG algorithms over the dataset
with the 1-NN approach, indicating the reduction type in addition to the reduction rate. Furthermore, the accuracy rate is indicated together with the ranked
order of approaches.
In view of the results, we can note that the k-NN approach achieves the maximum accuracy rate. Nevertheless, as already introduced, this approach presents
problems of storage and, consequently, response time. The PG algorithms obtain
acceptable results and dramatically reduce the training data size. As result, the
response time to classify a new activity is reduced proportionally given a reduction in the number of stored instances, training samples, implies a reduction in
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Table 3. Average results with 10-fold Cross-Validation obtained by the PG algorithms
Approach
1-NN
PG algorithms
DSM
HYB
LVQ3
LVQPRU
LVQTC
VQ
PG algorithms
MSE
PSCSA

Reduction Type
Reduction Type

Fixed

Reduction Type
Mixed

Reduction Rate Accuracy Rate
1
0.963
Reduction Rate Accuracy Rate
0.726
0.934
0.05
0.775
0.942
0.893
0.743
Reduction Rate Accuracy Rate
0.03
0.890
0.06
0.918

Acc. Ranking
1
Acc. Ranking
9
3
7
2
5
8
Acc. Ranking
6
4

the response time, which is necessary to search through these training samples
and classify a new activity.
The PG algorithms with a ﬁxed reduction of 5% signiﬁcantly reduces the
initial training data size which has 245 samples. So, the training data size is
reduced to around 12 or 13 prototypes. Therefore, the response time will be
clearly reduced in the same proportion, i.e., 5%, to classify a new activity.
Among PG algorithms with a ﬁxed reduction, it is noteworthy that LVQPRU,
HYB and LVQTC achieve a very good accuracy rate that is very close to the
k-NN approach. In this group, LVQ3, VQ and DSM obtain acceptable results in
the accuracy rate, though slightly far from the accuracy rate of k-NN approach
due to the fact that these methods preserve the accuracy over the training set.
However, the generalization accuracy over the test set can be negatively aﬀected
as in this case.
The PG algorithms with a mixed reduction obtain a very good performance
in terms of accuracy rate. In this group of PG algorithms, the reduction rate is
not ﬁxed, however, they achieve a reduction rate very similar to 5%. On the one
hand, the PSCSA algorithm obtains the greatest reduction ratio, 3%, which is
translated into 8 prototypes, obtaining a high accuracy rate. On the other hand,
the PSCSA algorithm obtains the lowest reduction ratio which is 6%, which is
translates into 15 prototypes.
Analyzing the results, we can point out that PG algorithms based on positioning adjustment obtain acceptable results in terms of accuracy rate, reducing
the number of instances to be stored. Therefore, the PG algorithms based on
positioning adjustment for activity recognition can be deemed as being very
useful given that a reduction in the number of stored instances corresponds to
a reduction in the response time, which is necessary to search through these
training samples and classify a new sample.

4

Conclusions and Future Works

This work has been focused on the use of prototype generation algorithms for
the purpose of activity recognition through use of the k-NN approach in order
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to reduce the response time of classiﬁcation, taking into appreciation that this
is closely related with the size of the set of samples stored. Eight prototype
generation algorithms have been reviewed with the mechanism of positioning
adjustment; Six with a ﬁxed reduction approach and two with a mixed reduction
approach. Results from the evaluation demonstrated the ability of the approach
to provide a good performance and a percentage reduction of approximately
5% of the instances stored which is directly proportional to the reduction in
response time. Future work will be directed towards evaluating other kinds of
mechanism to generate prototypes such as Class relabeling, Centroid based and
Space splitting.
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